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ABSTRACT
We present here a simplified approach to quantifying regional seismic risk. The seismic risk for a
given region can be inferred in terms of average annual loss (AAL) that represents long-term value of
earthquake losses in any one year caused from a long-term seismic hazard. The AAL are commonly
measured in the form of earthquake shaking-induced deaths, direct economic impacts or indirect losses
caused due to loss of functionality. In the context of South American subcontinent, the analysis makes
use of readily available public data on seismicity, population exposure, and the hazard and
vulnerability models for the region. The seismic hazard model was derived using available seismic
catalogs, fault databases, and the hazard methodologies that are analogous to the U.S. Geological
Survey’s national seismic hazard mapping process. The Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for
Response (PAGER) system’s direct empirical vulnerability functions in terms of fatality and economic
impact were used for performing exposure and risk analyses. The broad findings presented and the risk
maps produced herein are preliminary, yet they do offer important insights into the underlying zones of
high and low seismic risks in the South American subcontinent. A more detailed analysis of risk may
be warranted by engaging local experts, especially in some of the high risk zones identified through the
present investigation.

INTRODUCTION
Seismic risk is the culmination of complex and undesirable effects on the human and built environment
caused by the underlying earthquake ground-shaking hazard. Evaluating seismic risk is only one way
of establishing a basis for making decisions about possible earthquake impacts (McGuire 2004). There
are several different ways to assess and communicate the seismic risk associated with an individual
asset or groups of assets. A popular approach for quantifying the regional seismic risk is to use the
annualized estimates of deaths, the dollar value of losses, and the indirect impact caused due to loss of
functionality of the assets (downtime) due to earthquakes.
Earthquake risk analysis process consists of measuring the likely damage, casualties, and costs of
earthquakes within a specific geographic area over a certain period of time (FEMA 366, 2008). An
essential ingredient of performing seismic risk/loss analysis is the availability of site-specific hazard
curve, an inventory of exposed assets such as buildings, infrastructures and populations, and the
seismic vulnerability relationships appropriate to region’s built infrastructure. The site-specific hazard
curve is a relationship indicating annual frequency of exceedance (or simply probability of
exceedance) of various levels of ground motion levels at the site of interest. The hazard curve is an end
product of site-specific probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, which considers all potential earthquake
sources, their magnitude frequency relationships, and the influence of ground motion attenuation
characteristics in the region. The ground motion estimates corresponding to 10% probability of
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exceedance in 50 years (indicating ground motions with an average recurrence time interval of ~500
years) and 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years (indicating ground motions with an average
recurrence time interval of ~2500 years) that are defined from the site-specific hazard curve are
generally considered as the basis for designing and evaluating buildings for seismic safety.
Seismic vulnerability relationships are usually expressed in terms of mean damage ratio (MDR)
or loss ratio (LR) for different assets as a function of chosen ground motion intensity measure. Various
approaches can be applied to derive facility or asset type-specific seismic vulnerability relationships,
e.g., purely empirical, analytical and hybrid (or semi-empirical). Traditionally, seismic damage
observations have been closely related to macroseismic intensity scale, such as Modified Mercalli
intensity (MMI) (e.g., Steinbrugge 1982, ATC 1985, Wesson et al., 2004). Earthquake loss modelers
continue to employ empirical (data-driven) models in their regional risk/loss analysis studies. This is
mainly due to the ability to easily calibrate loss models or query loss predictions against the historical
losses and the specific macroseismic intensity data from past observations. The applicability of
empirical approaches is often limited for the regions with little or no seismic history in recent past, or
regions with limited data on past earthquake damages. The HAZUS or PEER/ATC58 style analytical
procedures rely on probabilistic modeling concepts in which the inventory of archetypical structure
types and their aggregate behavior is modeled using statistical models, thus offering a potential way
forward (NIBS-FEMA 2009, ATC 58, 2011). These procedures also offer ability to defining building
components, their damage, repair measures, and costs at a highly detailed level, but their applicability
has not yet reached the mainstream yet (Porter et al., 2010).
Many a times, the paucity of data on building inventory, population exposure and the building
typology-specific vulnerability models inhibits conducting building-specific seismic risk estimation
studies. Present investigation offer a simplified approach to approximately quantify the aggregated
annualized losses in terms of fatalities and direct economic impact by integrating the site-specific
hazard and the regional vulnerability models. The U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS) Prompt
Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response (PAGER)’s empirical country- or region-specific loss
models are based on calibrating loss ratio functions against historical earthquakes’ macroseismic
intensity data and corresponding exposure (Jaiswal and Wald 2010, Jaiswal and Wald 2013).
The USGS has been involved for many years in reporting seismic events, conducting earthquake
research, and assessing earthquake hazard across the globe for several decades. For example, the
researchers from the USGS and the Centro Regional Sismological para América del Sur (CERESIS)
have collaborated in developing probabilistic seismic hazard map for South America. Recently, the
Office of U. S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) program of the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) tasked the USGS to undertake a study to understand and demarcate the areas of
high seismic hazard, exposure and seismic risk in the region. This investigation makes use of
available/accessible data and the state-of-the-art models to quantify seismic hazard and associated risk
in the context of South America.

GSHAP HAZARD AND EXPOSURE ANALYSIS
The pace of urbanization in Latin America and the Caribbean has already reached to an alarming phase
with 75% of the total population (~475 million) concentrated in cities (PAHO/WHO 1994). The
tremendous concentration of human and economic exposure along with expanding urban poverty
leading to disparate socio-economic conditions, and the history of frequent and devastating natural
disasters poses imminent societal threats in certain parts of Western Hemisphere.
Figure 1 shows the 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years peak ground acceleration map
obtained after the GSHAP program (http://www.seismo.ethz.ch/GSHAP/). By utilizing the LandScan
population exposure data (30 arc second global dataset, 2012 version) developed by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory team (Dobson et al., 2000), we can compare the human exposure to different
levels of shaking intensity and their geographic variation in the region.
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Figure 1. GSHAP Seismic hazard map showing 10% probability of exceedance of peak ground
accelerations in 50 years and the estimated population exposure at various hazard levels.
About 35% of the total population in South American countries, or approximately 140 million
people, resides in the zones of moderate to high earthquake hazard (mean hazard level of 0.16g and
above, for a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years). Large cities located near the coast of the
South Pacific Ocean, such as Santiago, Lima, and Quito are in the high seismic hazard zone (mean
hazard level of 0.4g and above), and other highly populated centers like Cali, Bogota and Caracas are
located in the moderate seismic zones (mean hazard level of 0.2g and above). Together, these cities
alone have a total exposure of approximately 32 million people. Note that the GSHAP hazard study
was conducted in 1998-1999, and the hazard estimates were based on simplified earthquake source and
ground motion prediction models. Significant improvements have been made in recent years in terms
of understanding the source geometry for subduction earthquakes, constraining the slip rates associated
with crustal faults, deriving the maximum magnitude potential, and determining the ground motion
attenuation characteristics using newer GMPEs, thus detailed seismic hazard analysis is a prerequisite
for seismic risk assessment.

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS
Some of the basic assumptions behind implementing traditional probabilistic seismic hazard
methodology in any given region are that the earthquake sources are independent, and that the
historical seismic activity is representative of a trend towards potential future seismic hazard in the
region. Large earthquakes in any specific tectonic regime tend to have a longer recurrence cycle since
it often requires substantial amount of time to accumulate and build up the strain before it gets released
in an earthquake. In order to better understand the recurrence of large damaging earthquakes, we need
earthquake catalogs that cover earthquakes from hundreds or even thousands of years for assessing
future seismic hazard. However, such catalogs are often unavailable for many parts of the world
including the South Americas. For the present investigation, Petersen et al (2010) analyzed published
global catalogs (the Centennial catalog by Engdahl and Villasenor 2002; the USGS/NEIC Preliminary
Determination of Epicenters (PDE) catalog; the International Seismological Centre (ISC) catalog; and
the Engdahl, van del Hilst, and Buland (1998) catalog) that cover the period of 1900 to 2008 for the
area from longitude 87° W to 32° W and latitude 58° S to 16° N. In order to develop a combined
catalog, magnitudes were converted into equivalent moment magnitude using Utsu (2002) and Sipkin
(2003) relationships for each earthquake reported from individual catalog, and in the process, the
duplicate and dependent events (foreshocks and aftershocks) were removed using Gardner and
Knopoff (1974) algorithm. The magnitude completeness analysis indicated that the combined catalog
was estimated to be complete for Mw greater than or equal to 5.0 since 1964, and Mw greater than or
equal to 6.0 since 1900. The combined catalog included a total of 3,312 earthquakes for the region

covering three depth profiles: shallow (hypocenter depth less than 50 km), intermediate (hypocenter
depth between 50 to 100 km), and deep (hypocenter depth greater than 100 km but less than 150 km)
earthquakes. It is worth noting that in order to better constrain the earthquake recurrence rates of Mw 7
or 8.0 earthquakes, significant efforts might be necessary to look into available paleoseismic and
geologic trench data, and to establish longer recurrence history covering large pre-instrumental
earthquakes experienced by this region.

Figure 2. a) Zones used for calculating seismicity statistics, b) Earthquake statistics for zones 1 through 5, since
1900.

Majority of seismic activity is hosted between the plate boundary of subducting Nazca plate and
the South America plate. The convergence associated with the subduction process is responsible for the
uplift of the Andes Mountains, and for active volcanic chain held along the deformation front. The
Nazca plate moves slightly north of eastwards at a rate varying from approximately 80 mm/yr in the
south to approximately 70 mm/yr in the north. Slip along the dipping interface between the two plates
generates frequent and often large interplate earthquakes between depths of approximately 10 and 5060 km (Rhea et al., 2010).
Petersen et al. (2010) discusses the seismic zonation scheme (shown in Figure 2a), which
demarcate the area according to geomorphic and historic seismic activity following Hayes et al. 2009
study. Zone 1 through 5 represent areas associated with the upper 50 km of the subducting slab, and
each of this zone have experienced at least a M8.0 in the last 110 years. Figure 2b shows the activity
rates derived for each of the five zones. Among these, Zones 2 and 4 have exhibited highest activity
rate whereas Zone 5 has experienced M9.5 1960 southern Chile earthquake, which remains the largest
instrumentally recorded earthquake in the world. For Zone 4 & 5, the maximum magnitude is assigned
at M9.5 and for the Zones 1 through 3; a maximum magnitude of M9.0 is assigned. Besides the large
subduction related seismic activity towards the western front of the continent, there is also a sizable
earthquake activity caused due to Plate-boundary conditions in the zones adjacent to the Caribbean,
Pacific, and Antarctic coastlines. The interior of the South America plate is relatively stable;
nonetheless has a potential to generate sizable earthquakes (Costa et al., 2006).
In order to account for seismic activity caused due to crustal faults, the Quaternary fault database
was utilized which included 350 known or suspected faults in the region. Figure 3 shows 100 mapped
crustal faults for which sufficient data was compiled in order to characterize the geometry and the
activity rates for present investigation. The remaining 250 faults appear to have slowest rate (<0.2
mm/year), many are very small (with Mmax potential of 6.5 or less) and are seismologically less active
to contribute to earthquake hazard. Many of these faults are poorly studied, and they lack data in terms
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of dimensions or slip rate activity. Additional research engaging local geological community could
help in further defining these features and including them in future seismic hazard analyses.
An important requirement for earthquake hazard analysis here was to account for ground motion
attenuation characteristics in various seismotectonic zones. Three Next Generation Attenuation (NGA)
models were incorporated to model ground motion attenuation in crustal zones. For deep seismicity
source model, we used Atkinson and Boore (2003) and Geomatrix ground motion prediction equations
(GMPE) with equal weighting. For subduction interface earthquakes, three different GMPEs were
used. Similarly, for cratonic zones associated with background seismicity, seven GMPEs were
incorporated in the hazard analysis using a logic tree approach. The details on different GMPEs and
their relative weights are discussed in the USGS National Seismic Hazard map update (Petersen et al.,
2008).

Figure 3. Mapped crustal faults from available data in the region.

Figure 4 shows the 10% and 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years peak ground acceleration
maps obtained using present investigation. As shown, the hazard levels are quite high on or near
subducting portion of the slab (2% in 50 years ground motions in excess of 0.6g) along the western and
northern coasts of South America. The high hazard levels shown in Figure 4b on the west coast locales
are quite consistent with the high hazard estimates shown through the GSHAP hazard map shown in 1.
However, there are significant differences between the two maps. For example, the differences become
notable in the zones of highest shaking area on western coast, and also in the central and eastern coasts
of South America.
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Figure 4. Probabilistic seismic hazard map of South America (present study) showing peak ground acceleration
associated with (a) 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years, and (b) 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years.

The ground motion levels reaches 0.1 to 0.3g in many local areas across eastern parts of Brazil,
whereas these underlying ground motion hazards gets completely missed when simply looking at the
10% probability in 50 years GSHAP map, which show no hazard for this region.

SEISMIC VULNERABILITY TO EARTHQUAKES
One of the important prerequisite to seismic risk/loss analysis is the availability of seismic
vulnerability/fragility relationships that characterize the influence of ground motion shaking hazards on
assets such as buildings, infrastructure, human and economic exposure, generally measured in terms of
likely damage, casualties and financial impact. The general building stock construction and design
practice vary from country to country within South American countries (e.g., Chilean building code
and construction practice is very different from Ecuador or Peru, although both countries faces sizable
earthquake hazard). Similarly, the structural response characteristics of various key building typologies
(depending upon whether they were designed for earthquake loading or not) and their vulnerability to
earthquakes also vary from country to country, and sometimes from region to region within a given
country (e.g., buildings in southern and northern Peru). The disparate level of earthquake risk of South
American countries can be witnessed from the overall impact caused due to large earthquakes in this
region. For example, one of the large magnitude earthquake that occurred recently in Chile, the Feb 27,
2010 M8.8 Bio Bio earthquake killed 523 people and resulted in tremendous economic impact in the
range of 15 to 30 billion USD to the country and region’s economy, many of the casualties were due to
local tsunami than due to direct structural damage. On the contrary, the March 6, 1987 M6.1 Napo
province earthquake in Ecuador resulted in over 1,000 fatalities and economic loss in excess of 1.0
Billion USD. Thus, the level of societal exposure and their preparedness to earthquakes are vastly
different for different countries in South American continent.
In the present investigation, we apply the country-specific empirical vulnerability relationships
developed by Jaiswal and Wald (2010 & 2012) for estimating earthquake fatalities and direct economic
losses respectively. The authors assumed a specific functional form to parameterize earthquake fatality
and economic loss ratio in the form of a two-parameter cumulative lognormal distribution of modified
Mercalli shaking intensity. By recreating the ShakeMaps and by deriving earthquake-specific human
6

and economic exposure of 4,500+ earthquakes globally since 1973, the authors derived countryspecific or regional empirical models for use in Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for
Response (PAGER) system operated by National Earthquake Information System (NEIC) at U.S.
Geological Survey Golden CO. These relationships serve as an approximate, empirical, and a
simplified/broader country-specific approach to quantify aggregated losses in any given earthquake,
thus bypasses the requirement of the detailed building type specific inventory, exposure and
vulnerability/fragility data in order to perform loss/risk assessment for each geographic region of the
world. For details on deriving these or to access most recent versions of these relationships, please
refer to the USGS website (For fatality models- http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2009/1136/ and for economic
loss models- http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2011/1116/).

SIMPLIFYING THE SEISMIC RISK QUANTIFICATION
The Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER)’s loss estimation framework equation aims at
quantifying the seismic performance of a facility at risk probabilistically through a continuous decision
variable (DV) commonly defined in terms of collapse, casualties, economic losses (in US $), and loss
of functionality (Cornell and Krawinkler 2000, Deirlein et al., 2003, Krawinkler and Miranda 2004).

λ ( DV ) =

∫∫∫ Pr ( DV

| DM ) × Pr ( DM | EDP ) × Pr ( EDP | IM ) × d λ ( IM )

(1)

where λ indicate mean annual frequency of exceedance (this is approximately equal to annual
probability for small values), DM stands for damage measure (e.g., various levels of structural and
nonstructural damage conditions), EDP stands for engineering demand parameter of interest (e.g.,
interstory drift, floor acceleration), IM denote intensity measure (e.g., spectral acceleration at first
mode period, PGA), and λ(IM) indicate the mean annual frequency of exceedance of intensity
measure, which is a hazard curve derived from probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA).
The PEER equation provide excellent mathematical framework to assess single building
performance objectives. The rational behind quantifying seismic risk in terms of mean annual
frequency of exceedance and the potential of “de-construct” through such framework is detailed in
Krawinkler and Miranda (2004). Although, the primary intent of this equation might not necessarily be
to assess seismic risk associated with populations of buildings or region or country at large, the
framework does offer some rigor. However, from practical standpoint, it would require models that can
provide quantitative assessment of structure-specific demand and damage prediction, and the
subsequent failure or loss estimation. Such relationships are hardly readily available for a single
building and rarely for the populations of buildings, thus certain approximations are warranted in order
to quantify aggregated region-level losses from heterogeneous physical built stock. We simplify the
loss estimation process for present analysis as below:

λ ( DV ) =

∫ Pr ( DV

| IM ) × d λ ( IM )

(2)

where Pr(DV|IM) indicate vulnerability relationships that directly relate probability of decision
variable or simply loss (in terms of deaths or dollar loss) exceeding certain value subjected to specific
level of input intensity measure. The mean annual frequency of exceedance of loss is generally referred
to as average annual loss (AAL). We can simplify this equation further by using regional input
intensity measure such as Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) and by numerically integrating the two
curves at certain discrete level of intensities as

E ( D or $) = AAL = ∑ E ( D or $ | MMI ) × d λ ' ( MMI )

(3)

where λ’(MMI) indicate annual occurrence frequency of certain discrete level of input MMI and E(D
or $) indicate annualized expected value of deaths (D) or dollar loss ($) in the region given the
occurrence of intensity measure. If the hazard curve is defined in terms of probability of exceedance
instead of mean annual frequency of exceedance, appropriate conversions are warranted. In the present

application, the hazard curve derived for south America is defined in terms of PGA at reference site
condition i.e., stiff soil with shear wave velocity of 760 m/s. By applying topography based site
correction developed by Allen and Wald (2009) for each site, one can modify the reference site hazard
curve into site-specific hazard curve. Further, the site corrected PGA hazard curve was converted into
MMI hazard curve, given the Jaiswal and Wald vulnerability relationships were in terms of fatality or
economic loss ratio vs. MMI.

QUANTIFYING THE RISK
Given the lack of availability of building stock inventory and economic exposure data for south
American countries at our disposal, we applied the PAGER empirical direct loss estimation
methodology (Jaiswal and Wald 2010; Jaiswal and Wald 2011) for present application. The
methodology harmonizes data from various sources such as the LandScan population exposure data
(30 arc second global dataset, 2012 version) developed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory team
(Dobson et al. 2000) and country-wide gross domestic product (GDP) data from UN sources, and other
demographic indicators such as GDP to wealth correction factors, etc. and compute proxy exposure
profile for direct earthquake shaking induced loss estimation. For each grid cell (of approximately ~1
km square grid), the total population count from the LandScan database is used as primary basis for
quantifying proxy for physical exposure. Similarly, the reference site hazard curve derived by Petersen
et al (2010) is corrected to site specific hazard curve using topographic based Vs30 approach proposed
by the Allen and Wald (2009) and Borcherdt (1994) relationships. The reference site-specific PGA
based hazard curve at each grid cell was further converted into MMI using the Worden et al (2012)
ground motion intensity conversion relationship.
The seismic risk is measured in terms of average annual loss (AAL) that represents long-term
value of earthquake losses in any one year caused from a long-term seismic hazard. The long-term
seismic hazard is defined in terms of a site-specific seismic hazard curve. Jaiswal and Wald (2010 and
2013) provided country-specific fatality and direct economic loss models. The models provide
empirically calibrated mean loss ratios as a function of Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI). In order to
be consistent in deriving requisite intensity measure estimates at each site, we used the reference site
hazard curves (Vs30=760 m/s) in terms of PGAs, corrected the PGA values for site specific Vs30
estimates, and then converted them into MMIs using the Worden et al. (2012) relationship. The
resulting hazard curve thus provides an estimate of mean annual frequency of exceedance of MMI
intensities.
By estimating the mean value of loss at each level of shaking intensity using Jaiswal and Wald
vulnerability models and then integrating for a range of intensities over the full hazard curve, we
estimated the average value of annual loss expected for each grid cell. By using Jaiswal and Wald
vulnerability relationships for each country and by using equation 3, we derived the average annual
loss (AAL) for each grid cell as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The proposed color scheme helps to identify
the zones of low and high seismic risks, the spatial variation of seismic risk over the subcontinent, and
the geographic extent of high or low risk zones located within in a given country.
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Figures 5. Seismic risk estimates expressed in terms of average annual loss map showing economic (dollars)
impact due to long-term seismic hazard in South America.
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Figures 6. Seismic risk estimates expressed in terms of average annual loss map showing human impact (deaths)
due to long-term seismic hazard in South America.
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SUMMARY
Seismic hazard analysis processing consisted of incorporating a) a gridded smoothed seismicity model
in order to account for background seismicity from shallow crustal earthquakes, b) gridded seismicity
model in order to account for the influence of deep (50 to 100 km) earthquakes, c) subduction source
zone model in order to account for large (M8.5 and above, depending upon source zones) subduction
earthquakes located along the interface of the Nazca Plate and different zones along the South
American Plate. The selection of source zone, development of magnitude frequency relationships, and
the choice of appropriate GMPE model for each seismogenic zone followed the globally consistent and
standard practice for performing PSHA analysis that is also adopted in development of U.S. National
Seismic Hazard Maps (Petersen et al., 2008). Nonetheless, significant improvements are still necessary
in our implementation here, namely in constraining the fault slip rates associated with crustal faults
(among the 200 identified crustal faults in the present investigation), assessing maximum magnitude
potential associated with individual fault zones, and validating mean recurrence rates associated with
subduction zone earthquakes. In addition, the newer versions of NGA models and the weighting
scheme approach in the 2013 National seismic hazard map of the United States could also be adopted
(Petersen et al., 2013).
In order to estimate seismic risk in terms of deaths and economic impact, we used the 2012
LandScan gridded population database as a basis for quantifying human and economic exposure. The
globally consistent, country-based, empirically calibrated seismic vulnerability relationships developed
by Jaiswal and Wald (2010, 2013) was used to quantify the earthquake shaking-induced deaths and
direct economic losses respectively. In order to account for site soil-induced amplification of
earthquake ground motions, we used the topographic based Vs30 approach and Borcherdt (1994)
relationships. The reference site-specific PGA based hazard curve was further converted into MMI
using the Worden et al. (2012) ground motion intensity conversion relationship.
The broad findings presented and the risk maps produced herein are preliminary, yet they do
offer important insights into the underlying zones of high and low seismic risks in the South American
subcontinent. A more detailed analysis of risk may be warranted by engaging local experts, especially
in some of the high risk zones identified through the present investigation. Nonetheless, such analyses
often present their own challenges, both in terms of resources and the arduous requirement of a range
of input datasets such as detailed account of vulnerable assets, building stock inventory, economic
value of exposed assets and human occupancy patterns, etc. which may or may not be readily
available.
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